Reekoh provides the fastest way to achieve agile enterprise integration between IoT edge, business process, application, and emerging technologies.

**Reekoh Fuse™ Integration Platform**

- Agile Integration Platform-as-a-Service
- Open Plugin Framework
- IoT and Internet Protocols
- Device Management & Security
- Data Ingestion & Management
- Data Transformation & Enrichment
- Orchestration & Application Integration
- Containerised Deployment

**Reekoh Bionic™ Automation Tools**

- **Automated data and integration tools to reduce time and cost across repeatable manual integration tasks**
- **Plugin Builder** – From zero to new integration in minutes, including automated testing and deployment
- **IoT Device Simulator** – generate device data to prove business work-flows without the need for live hardware

**Reekoh Outpost™ IoT Edge**

- **Simplify accessing data from within secure networks and on field edge gateways**
- **Edge Data Collector** – Build customized applications for collecting and transforming data on the Edge. Easy configuration to connect data to Reekoh Fuse™ or other various endpoints
- **Edge Rules** – perform rules-based data logic and decisions to only send from the Edge what data is needed
- **Outpost Studio** – create Edge application using familiar visual tools